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Systema Software Forms Strategic Alliance with TCube Solutions to
Expand Offering of Implementation Services
Clients Will Have the Flexibility to Design and Leverage an Implementation Model &
Team That Meets Their Unique Business Needs
Larkspur, CA – June 21, 2013 – Systema Software, a leading provider of claims administration
software and services to the insurance industry, today announced that it has formed a strategic
alliance with TCube Solutions to expand its offering of implementation services.

Systema Software has always offered a complete spectrum of implementation services for
clients, who choose to implement SIMS Claims™ as their claims administration system.
Organizations can either turn to Systema to manage the entire implementation; they can utilize
their own internal resources, or they can outsource some or all of the project management, data
conversion, or implementation services to a third-party vendor, using Systema Software in a
support capacity for system expertise.

Jose Tribuzio, CEO of Systema Software, commented on the additional implementation option:
“SIMS Claims fits into a best-of-breed solution strategy. As a result, more organizations may be
looking to outsource the implementation of one or more systems. In this regard, we chose to
form an alliance with TCube Solutions. They’re not only a leading provider of implementation
services, but they’re also highly knowledgeable about top solutions in the property and casualty
market. In this scenario, we would work with TCube to ensure a client has the right mix of
implementation resources, project management, and system expertise from both our
organizations, as well as from the client’s internal resources to achieve a successful SIMS
deployment.”

Sam McGuckin, CEO of TCube Solutions, added: “With our in-depth expertise, we have finetuned our best practices to help clients implement their chosen software solutions in an efficient
manner and in a way that meets their specific business needs. As part of our services, we
frequently evaluate and recommend third-party policy administration, billing and claims systems.
Systema’s SIMS Claims is a superior and robust claims management solution. We’re excited to
form this strategic alliance with Systema, as we’ll be better able to recommend and implement
SIMS Claims to our customers.”
Brian Mack, vice president of sales and marketing at Systems Software, also commented:
“Today, it’s important that insurance organizations have a wide breadth of implementation
options available to them. Since SIMS Claims has an intuitive design, extreme flexibility, and
easy configurability, clients can leverage an implementation team that meets their unique needs.
Our alliance with TCube is strategic to our mission to provide clients with a rapid, agile
deployment and an overall successful project. In recent industry accolades, we’ve received high
ratings from our customers, and we’ll continue to provide this same level of superior support,
prompt response, and personalized communication.”

About Systema Software
Systema Software provides flexible, comprehensive solutions and services to the insurance
industry. SIMS Claims is an innovative, award-winning claims administration system, which is
highly praised by clients and well recognized by industry experts as a leading claims solution.
Together, our team of Big 4 consulting and industry veterans, experienced software developers,
and project managers deliver an architecturally strong enterprise platform, designed for superior
speed, scalability, and performance. With advanced technology and focused customer service,
Systema Software has experienced phenomenal growth and success, earning high rankings on
the national Inc. 5000 and local Fast 100 lists of fastest-growing private companies. For more
information, visit us online at www.systemasoft.com.

About TCube Solutions
TCube Solutions provides a full-suite of services to the property and casualty insurance industry,
ranging from vendor package selection to systems implementation, configuration, maintenance
and integration services. TCube currently has 150 employees worldwide. Our CEO, Sam

McGuckin, has over 25 years of experience in the insurance software industry, working for such
industry leaders as CSC and Accenture/Duck Creek, and most of our insurance employees have
between five and 25 years of similar work experience. With offices in the US, India, UK,
Australia, and South Africa, we are well positioned to provide efficient and cost-effective
solutions to our customers’ needs worldwide. Our team not only has superior technical skills but
also strong knowledge of U.S. insurance principles. We are proud of our ability to quickly
respond to our customers’ needs with creative and flexible solutions, ranging from full software
services to simple staff augmentations. For more information, visit us online at www.tcubes.com.
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